How To Play
Multigame
Vegas Star Multigame allows a player to join different
games from one terminal.
Each game screen has a different colour border that
matches the results colour border to help identify the
game that is currently selected.
1. First, Buy In
To play, place cash into the
note validator to obtain
credits. The equivalent
value will be added to the
credit meter. Alternatively,
you may transfer credits by inserting your Reef Club
Card or Card Play Visitor Card.
2. Select Your Game
Select the game you would like to join by touching one
of the game windows which are located on either side
of the game screen.
3. Place Your Bets
Bets are placed on the
table layout by moving
chips to the desired
betting spots or selecting
a chip value and simply
touching the screen on the desired betting position.
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4. Play The Game
The clock will countdown while you place your bets.
Bets are locked in place when the clock hits zero. Once
the game is complete, all winners are paid and a new
game will open.
5. Changing Games
Changing games can only occur when there are no bets
placed on any game or the previous game has finished.
To change between games, select a game window.
Game windows are located on the left or right side of
the main game screen.
6. Collecting
To collect your winnings or remaining credits at any
time, press the Collect button. Before you leave the
machine, wait for credits to transfer to your card, or
wait at the machine for an attendant.
7. Buttons
Game:	Enables a player to leave the game
when no bets are placed
Clear Bet:

Clear all bets placed

Re Bet:

Will automatically replay the last bet

Collect:	Collects any credits on the
credit meter
Undo:

Removes the last bet placed

	Accesses all the game rules for the
game you are currently in

The Reef Hotel Casino supports responsible gambling
Need help? Call the Gambling Help Line on 1800 858 858

